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Investigation of Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in a crystalline topological insulator
SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe heterostructure
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In this work, we investigated magnetotransport properties in epitaxial heterostructure of SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe
under dark and infrared light illumination. The longitudinal resistance has indicated the presence of Shubnikov–
de Haas oscillations in the temperature range of 1.9–30 K. The fast Fourier transform analysis, performed under
light and dark conditions, enabled us to understand the magnetotransport mechanism through the individual
layers, leading to the proper address of each frequency that compound the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Topological insulators (TIs) have been widely investigated
in the last years due to the interesting quantum properties
arising from the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling and
time-reversal symmetry (TRS) [1,2], which gives origin to
gapless metallic surface states. This quantum phase has at-
tracted great interest for a new field in condensed matter.
Since these topological states imply the study of protected
band symmetries, novel TIs classifications are being added,
such as for magnetic topological states protected by lattice
translation and crystalline insulators with mirror symmetries
[3–6]. The latter has contributed to studies in topological
crystalline insulators (TCIs) which are applied to spintronics
and quantum computation devices [7–10].

The topological crystalline phase was first predicted by
Fu et al. [9] in a theoretical study of a tetragonal crystal
(001) surface. The tight-binding model calculations, associ-
ated with TRS with and crystal fourfold symmetry, lead to
the emergency search for crystalline insulators in IV-VI semi-
conductors. Later on, Hsieh et al. [5] demonstrated that tin
telluride (SnTe) has an inverted intrinsic band at the four L
Brillouin zone points, implying a nontrivial insulator topol-
ogy. Thereby, the SnTe materials have shown to have an even
number of Dirac cones in {001}, {110}, and {111} planes,
which makes this class of SnTe materials applicable in TCI
research.

Experimentally, the TCIs were initially observed in angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy by Tanaka [11], which
revealed the presence of Dirac cone in X̄ point of the Brillouin
zone, along �̄X̄ direction of SnTe (001) surface. Also, SnTe
compounds such as Pb1−xSnxTe [12,13] and Pb1−xSnxSe [14],
in addition its heterostructures [15], are reported as TCIs,
where a transition from semiconductor state to crystalline
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topological insulator is observed for a given x concentration.
Also, some works suggest that the introduction of dopants
elements, like Bi and In-Doped SnTe, could diminish the
disorders from the bulk band and improve topological surface
states (TSS) [16,17]. To determine whether the bulk or TSS
contribute to electrical transport, magnetotransport with angle
dependence measurements are usually performed and enable
a systematic study of Shubnikov–de Haas and de Haas–
van Alphen effects [18]. Previous research of experimentally
works with SnTe and Eu content are limited to very few
papers. Structural property investigation of SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe
superlattices was analyzed [19], while electrical character-
ization of Sn1−xEuxTe was performed, and a sharp film
degradation was observed for x > 0.03 [20]. In addition, al-
ready for x > 0.014, samples present antiferromagnetic phase
for temperatures below 10 K, due to the formation of EuTe
clusters [21]. It was also verified, from computational studies,
that an Eu content present in SnSe/EuS heterostructure en-
ables a nonzero gap at the Dirac point of the linear dispersion
relation [22]. In the case of SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe heterostructure
investigated in this work, the SnTe grown on BaF2 acts as
a buffer layer in order to accommodate completely the 2%
lattice mismatch [19]. This reduces the scattering due to de-
fects and enhances the carrier mobility making possible the
observation of Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations at lower
magnetic fields.

To study magnetotransport in the crystalline topological
insulator SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe heterostructure with x ∼ 0.02, a
magnetic field was applied up to 9 T for temperatures ranging
from 1.9 to 30 K. In this temperature range, SdH oscillation
patterns above 5 T were observed. To understand the origin of
these oscillations the two main peaks of the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) were analyzed using angular dependence of the
SdH oscillations as a function of the inverse of perpendicular
magnetic field (1/B cos θ ). These angle evolution consider-
ations were not sufficient to assume the existence of bulk
states or TSS, since the SnTe Fermi bulk carrier ellipsoidal
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FIG. 1. (a) Longitudinal resistance (Rxx) as a function of magnetic field (B) at a temperature of 4.2 K for the SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te
heterostructure. The top inset shows a schematic representation of the heterostructure with the layers grown in the same direction (111) as the
magnetic field B. The bottom inset shows Rxx as a function of the 1.9–300 K temperature range. (b) The second derivative of Rxx as a function of
B, showing the presence of clear Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern for SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te heterostructure grown
on BaF2 substrate.

pocket also has shown to correspond to 1/ cos θ . The fitting
performed on the amplitude curve of the SdH oscillations,
using the Lifshitz-Kosevich expression, could not reveal any
contribution from TSS. In addition, we found that when the
sample is illuminated with infrared (IR) light, it is possible to
identify the contribution of SnEuTe layer to the FFT peaks.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this work, we investigate the magnetotransport prop-
erties in a heterostructure, formed by a SnTe layer, directly
seated on a {111} cleaved barium fluoride (BaF2) substrate,
and by a Sn0.98Eu0.02Te cap layer, totaling a thickness of
5.11 μm. The SnTe and Sn1−xEuxTe layers were grown by
the molecular beam epitaxy technique, at a temperature of
300 °C, with 2.1 and 3.0 μm thick, respectively, and a growth
rate of approximately 1 μm/h. The SnTe effusion cell had the
temperature fixed at 690 °C, giving a beam equivalent pressure
(BEP) of 8.5×10–7 Torr. For Eu-doped SnTe film the effusion
cell temperature used was 318 °C, with BEP 0.17×10–7 Torr
for Eu content. High-resolution x-ray diffraction measure-
ment was carried out in a Philips X’Pert diffractometer. The
scans were measured around the (222) Bragg diffraction
peak. The sample contacts were prepared by soldering Au
wires with indium pellets on the sample surface following
the Van der Pauw geometry. Magnetotransport measurements,
with magnetic field up to 9 T, were performed in a 4He
cryostat using the equipment Physical Property Measurement
System (PPMS) from Quantum Design, using the standard
four-probe AC lock-in technique with a constant excita-

tion current of 10 μA. The optical excitation was provided
by an infrared light-emitting diode with a peak wavelength
of 940 nm and 12 mW/m2 and constant excitation current
of 6 mA.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows the longitudinal resistance (Rxx) as a
function of the magnetic field B, applied perpendicularly
to the (111) direction of the sample surface at 4.2 K [see
upper inset of Fig. 1(a)]. At lower fields, B < 1 T, the
SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te sample shows a weak localization effect
(see arrow), which is expected in metallic systems with small
disorder [23]. For higher fields, a magnetoresistance curve
exhibits monotonic and linear behavior with field increase up
to 9 T. The inset at the bottom of Fig. 1(a) shows that the
sample exhibits metallic behavior across the entire measured
temperature range (1.9–300 K).

To remove the linear dependence and the background,
we perform the second derivative of the longitudinal re-
sistance with respect to the magnetic field, (d2Rxx/dB2),
as shown in Fig. 1(b). This figure clearly shows the pres-
ence of Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for B > 5 T in the
SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te sample and the beat patterns show the
existence of oscillatory frequency components, which are at-
tributed to the Fermi surface pocket cross-sections. The pres-
ence of Shubnikov–de Haas also indicates the high carrier
mobility of the sample due to the high crystalline quality.
Figure 1(c) shows high-resolution x-ray diffractogram. It can
be seen that a good crystal quality is achieved. The peaks of
SnTe and Sn0.98Eu0.02Te are clearly seen in the spectra due to
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FIG. 2. The second derivative of longitudinal resistance as a function of the inverse of magnetic field and its fast Fourier transform (FFT)
analyzes are represented in (a) and (b), respectively, varying the temperature below 30 K. In (c) the fitting curves for FFT amplitudes, in a
range of 1.9–30 K, corresponding to f α (blue squares) and f β (green circles).

their different lattice constants. Also one can observe the peak
of BaF2 substrate.

For further analysis, we performed additional mag-
netoresistance measurements in a temperature range of
1.9–30 K. Figure 2(a) shows the second derivate of resistivity,
d2Rxx/dB2, as a function of the inverse of the magnetic field.
As expected, the amplitude of the oscillations is suppressed
as the temperature increases due to the broadening of Lan-
dau levels. The amplitudes in Fig. 2(a) are attenuated as the
temperature is raised, obeying the Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK)
thermodynamic term,

AFFT = A0

(
2 π kB

e h̄

mcyc T

B̄

)/
sinh

(
2 π kB

e h̄

mcyc T

B̄

)
, (1)

where the parameters A0, h̄ , kB, e, and B̄ are the constant
of adjustment, reduced Planck constant, Boltzmann constant,
elementary electrical charge, and effective magnetic field, re-
spectively. The last parameter, B̄, is the mean value of the
inverse of 1/B, which is an interval parameter, used to extract
the FFT curves. For this purpose, we considered an interval of
0.11 T–1 (9 T) to 0.18 T–1 (5.5 T), which also allowed us to
calculate the cyclotronic mass.

To extract the frequency components responsible for the
SdH oscillations, we have performed FFT analysis on the
curves shown in Fig. 2(a). The FFT amplitudes enabled to
distinguish two main frequencies at fα = 155 T and fβ =
187 T as shown in Fig. 2(b). The other peaks are discarded
as they do not follow the standard temperature dependence
behavior. From these frequencies, we can calculate the car-
rier concentration by the relation p = kFa

2kFb/3π2, where
kFa and kFb are the Fermi wave vectors due to the semimi-
nor axis (a) and semimajor axis (b), respectively, of the
longitudinal ellipsoid pocket of the SnTe [24]. For SnTe,

taking into account anisotropy of the Fermi pocket, kFb
kFa

= 2.9

and kFa = (2e f /h̄)
1
2 , the total hole concentration obtained

from the SdH frequencies is pSdH = p( fα ) + p( fβ ) + 3p( fo),
where fo = 2.1 fα , considering fα originated from the longi-
tudinal valley, is the contribution from the oblique ellipsoid
[23] which was not detected in the FFT analysis. Also, the
multiplicative factor 3 corresponds to three oblique valleys
in the Fermi surface. The result is pSdH = 3.63×1020 cm–3,
a close value when compared to the carrier concentration
obtained by means of Hall measurements at 4.2 K, pHall =
(3.32 ± 0.01)×1020 cm–3.

The solid blue and green lines in Fig. 2(c) are the fittings
performed using Eq. (1), while the squared ( fα) and circle
( fβ) points are the amplitudes taken from Fig. 2(b). The
extracted cyclotronic masses are mcyc

α = (0.089 ± 0.005)me

and mcyc
β = (0.061 ± 0.006)me, with the free-electron mass

unit expressed by me. These values are close to those found
in the literature for SnTe films [24–26]. It is important to
point out that, so far, it is not possible to address the param-
eters obtained to specific layers of the SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te
heterostructure.

The electrical transport in the sample, investigated here,
occurs via SnTe and Sn0.98Eu0.02Te layers, so that the os-
cillations may be due to the contribution from both layers.
Therefore, it is important to identify the contribution of each
layer to magnetotransport. Under illumination, photogener-
ated carriers can change the carrier concentration within the
layers, which will depend on the penetration depth, γ , of the
light. For this reason, the sample was exposed to IR radiation
to verify the contribution of each layer to the oscillation pat-
terns. Figure 3(a) shows a diagram that represents the sample
illuminated by IR light, where the penetration depth can be
calculated by the relation γ = √

λ/πcμ0σ , where λ is the
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the SnTe/Sn1−xEuxTe transversal cross section indicating the penetration depth of infrared radiation
by γ . In (b), we observe the decrease in the beat patterns of the second derivatives of Rxx as a function of the magnetic field as the current in
the infrared LED increases in a range from 0 to 10 mA. (c) The FFT curves for each curve shown in (b) for different LED intensities.

wavelength of the light, σ is the electrical conductivity of the
layer, μ0 is the magnetic permeability of the free space, and c
is the speed of the light in space. We found γ ≈ 3.8 nm, which
is three orders of magnitude smaller than the thickness of the
top layer of Sn0.98Eu0.02Te (3.1 μm). This indicates that light
penetrates only a small depth into the Sn0.98Eu0.02Te layer and
therefore, under illumination, only the Sn0.98Eu0.02Te layer
could be responsible for the contribution of the photogener-
ated carriers.

Figure 3(b) shows d2Rxx/dB2 as a function of B in the dark
and under illumination for different light intensities when the
LED current ranges from 0 to 10 mA (note that light intensity
emitted is proportional to the current applied through the
LED) at 4.2 K. In this figure, it can be seen that the oscillation
for different light intensities does not change considerably.
However, for low magnetic fields, oscillation amplitudes are
overcome by the appearance of background noise. Figure 3(c)
shows the FFT spectra of the SdH oscillations shown in
Fig. 3(b). As the light intensity increases, peak fα remains
in the same position, while fβ shifts to higher frequencies
(see arrows). Therefore, as the position of fα does not change
with the light intensity, we suggest that this frequency comes
from the longitudinal ellipsoid of SnTe, while fβ comes from
the longitudinal ellipsoid of Sn0.98Eu0.02Te, since this layer
is partially penetrated by light radiation. In SdH oscillations,
it is known that the frequency is proportional to the car-
rier concentration, according to p = (2.9/3π2)(2e/h̄)3/2 f 3/2.
Hall measurements show that the carrier concentration of
SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te heterostructure is higher under LED il-
lumination. That is, for a luminous intensity corresponding
to a current of 10 mA, the carrier concentration (pon

Hall =
(3.40 ± 0.01)×1020 cm–3) is greater than its value in the dark
condition (poff

Hall = (3.32 ± 0.01)×1020 cm–3). Thus, when the
sample is illuminated, electrons and holes are photogener-
ated leading to an increase in the carrier concentration and,
consequently, changing the oscillation frequency only in the
Sn0.98Eu0.02Te layer.

To investigate whether SdH oscillations originate from
bulk or topological surface states of SnTe and Sn0.98Eu0.02Te
layers, we performed angle-dependent measurements of Rxx.
In Fig. 4(a), we present the second derivative of Rxx as a
function of 1/(B cosθ ), for tilt angles θ ranging from 0 ° to
40 °. The sample is rotated in situ while the magnetic field is
kept in a fixed direction. The field component perpendicular to
the sample surface makes an angle θ with the fixed direction
(see inset). The dashed lines show the maxima aligned in the
same position for all angles, indicating the possibility of the
2D nature, originated from the Fermi surface states, of the
SdH oscillations. As the magnetic field is rotated, the SdH
oscillation patterns systematically evolve and the amplitude
of the oscillations decreases. For these oscillation curves, two
main frequencies were also calculated in the FFT analysis and
the frequencies follow the dependence of the 1/cos θ up to
40 °, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4(b).

FIG. 4. (a) Second derivative of Rxx with respect to B as a func-
tion of 1/B, showing the angular dependence of the applied magnetic
field between 0◦ and 40◦. FFT analyses of the curves in graph (a)
display two main frequency ranges that are related in graph (b)
by 1/ cos θ . The inset in (b) is a pictorial illustration of a Fermi
surface, in this case, SnTe in the direction (111), correlating the hatch
cross-section areas that increase as the direction of the magnetic field
changes.
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FIG. 5. Normalized beat pattern oscillations 
Rxx/R0 of experi-
mental data obtained by subtraction of a third-order polynomial (blue
circles) and represented in a solid red line is the Lifshitz-Kosevich
(LK) expression given by Eq. (2). The FFT curve for 
Rxx obtained
from the background subtraction is shown in the inset.

For some time, 1/ cos θ dependence of the frequency
was indicative of transport via, topological surface states,
in TIs structures [26–28], indicating the possible two-
dimensional (2D) nature of quantum oscillations. In this
case, Fig. 4(b) would suggest the presence of surface
states in SnTe/Sn0.98Eu0.02Te sample. However, the angu-
lar dependence 1/ cos θ presented by the frequency of the
SdH oscillations is not sufficient to assure conduction via
surface states. Bulk SnTe alloy has elongated Fermi ellip-
soids [see inset of Fig. 4(b)], so the cyclotron frequency
must follow the same 1/ cos θ dependence, as expected for
the 3D bulk Fermi surface. Therefore, from this analysis,
we cannot distinguish whether the observed SdH oscilla-
tions originate from normal bulk fermions or surface Dirac
fermions.

Further evidence for the origin of SdH oscillations from
topological surface states is the proper analysis of the Berry
phase. A nontrivial Berry phase is expected for the Dirac
fermions. For the analysis, a third-order polynomial fit is
subtracted from the magnetoresistance curve of Rxx, shown
in Fig. 1(a). The inset of Fig. 5 shows the FFT of the 
Rxx

obtained from the subtraction. One can observe that the two
frequencies obtained are the same as fα and fβ exhibited in
Fig. 1 (b). This result confirms that 
Rxx was derived properly
from the background subtraction. After subtraction, we fit
the normalized oscillatory component 
Rxx/R0 as a function
of the inverse of the magnetic field with the complete LK
expression:


Rxx

R0
=

√
h̄ωc

2εF

λ

sinh λ
e−λD cos

[
2 π

(
εF

h̄ωc
+ 1

2
+ ϕ

)]
,

(2)

where εF = (h̄ kF )2/2 mcyc, kF is the Fermi wave vector, ωc =
e B/mcyc is the cyclotron frequency, λ and λD are expressed
as λ = 2 π2kBT /h̄ ωc and λD = 2 π2kBTD /h̄ ωc. TD is the
Dingle temperature which is related to the quantum mobility
by μ = eh̄/2πmkBTD. The phase parameter ϕ = β−δ gives
the dimensionality of the Fermi surface, where β is directly
proportional to the Berry phase and δ to the Fermi surface
dimension [29]. For transport with trivial fermions, β values
can assume values in the range 0 to 1, while Dirac fermions
are defined for β = 1/2 [30]. In addition, δ = 0 indicates that
the Fermi surface is 2D, while δ = −1/8 or +1/8 indicates
the Fermi surface is 3D [31].

Figure 5 shows the normalized amplitude of the SdH oscil-
lations 
Rxx/R0, where R0 is the resistance at zero magnetic
field, as a function of 1/B (blue circles) together with the
best fitting, considering a sum of two expressions given by
Eq. (2) (solid red line), at 4.2 K. TD, frequencies oscillation
components ( f ), and phase parameter ϕ were considered as
free parameters and the temperature T was fixed at 4.2 K. For
the fitting, the cyclotron masses calculated in Fig. 2(c) were
used. The best-fit parameters obtained were f1 = 149 T, f2 =
153 T, β1 − δ = 0.85 ± 0.01 and β1 − δ = 0.80 ± 0.01. The
phase values are very close to 1 ± 1/8 corresponding to a triv-
ial Berry phase. The frequencies f1 and f2 obtained in the LK
fitting are close to the fα extracted from the FFT analysis. The
FFT analysis shows that the SdH oscillations are composed
of two frequencies ( fα = 155 T and fβ = 187 T), however,
the LK fit was unsuccessful with fβ being included. Since
fβ is related to the Sn0.98Eu0.02Te layer, we believe that this
is because Eu doping reduces the mobility of carriers in this
layer. The values found for TD1 = 32.8 K and TD2 = 31.7 K
led to the respective mobilities μ1 = 1512 cm2(Vs)–1 and
μ2 = 1567.7 cm2(Vs)–1 that are close to the values in the
literature [25,32].

Since f1 and f2 are very close to fα we believe that f1

and f2 are not resolved in the FFT curves shown in Fig. 2
(b). Hence, the observed frequency in the FFT analysis fα =
155 T is actually a composition of these two close peaks.
These frequencies can be originated from the Rashba ef-
fect, previously observed in the SnTe film [33]. From f1 and
f2 we obtain the Fermi wave vectors kF1 = 0.067 Å−1 and
kF2 = 0.068 Å−1. The Fermi velocity vF = h̄kF /mcyc calcu-
lated from these values are vF1 = 8.75×105 m/s and vF2 =
8.9×105 m/s, are close to the values found in the literature
for SnTe films [24]. The Rashba splitting in momentum space,

kR, can be calculated from geometric considerations taking
into account the distance between the center of the two circles
leading to the value of 
kR ∼ 0.001 Å−1. Then the Rashba
energy, ER = h̄2
kR

2/2mc = 0.17 meV, and the Rashba pa-
rameter αR = 2ER/
kR = 0.17 eV Å−1 is obtained. These
values found for 
kR, αR and ER are a minor order of those in
literature [24,34,35].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present the magnetotransport measure-
ments performed on the SnTe\ Sn0.98Eu0.02Te heterostructure
in the temperature range 1.9–30 K, and magnetic field up
to 9 T, and we found clear SdH oscillations. We used IR
light to properly address the contribution of each layer of
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the heterostructure and were able to identify two different
frequencies belonging to each layer. From the frequencies,
carrier concentration and cyclotronic masses were calculated.
Angular dependence measurements and computer simulation
of the LK equation revealed that no significant contribution
from topological surface states is detected in the electri-
cal transport. In addition, from the computer simulation, we
found that the FFT peak corresponding to the SnTe layer is

actually a composition of two frequencies and we sugest that
this composition results from Rashba effect.
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